Hold pruner by base, not blade or hook.
Work with pole held to the side, NOT pointed into the body.
Wear head, eye and face protection that meets ANSI standards to avoid injury.
Wear sturdy, protective safety shoes or boots with non-skid soles.
Maintain secure footing and balance.
DO NOT USE NEAR ELECTRICAL LINES.
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**JA Pruners with Adapter**

Adapters Allow Quick and Easy Replacement of Pruner Head or Pole Saw

**WARNING**

**HOLD PRUNER BY BASE - NOT BLADE OR HOOK**

Attach Adapter

Remove bolt from Pruner.
Insert Adapter, lining up holes on Adapter with bolt holes on Pruner.
Insert bolt and tighten.

Attach Rope

JA-14 Fixed Pulley Pruner
JA-14S Swivel Pulley Pruner
JA-34 Big Mouth Pruner
Thread rope end over pulley and tie to eyebolt on Adapter.

JA-14DP Double Pulley Pruner
JA-34DP Double Pulley Big Mouth Pruner
Thread rope over upper pulley, thread under lower pulley on adapter and tie end to upper pulley.

Care For Pruner

Wipe down after use to remove moisture and tree sap.
Lubricate to repel moisture and prevent rust.
**PH Pruners with Adapter**
Adapters Allow Quick and Easy Replacement of Pruner Head or Pole Saw

**WARNING**
**HOLD PRUNER BY BASE - NOT BLADE OR HOOK**

**Attach Saw Blade to PH-11 Pruner**

1. Using flat head screwdriver & wrench, remove screw and nut holding blade.
2. Place saw blade over blade bolt on pruner and line up holes.
3. Secure saw blade to pruner with screw and nut.

**Attach Adapter**
Bolt Pruner onto Adapter then snap Adapter into Jameson Pole.

**Attach Rope**
Tie rope end to chain pulley’s o-ring.

**PH-11 Pruner** accommodates Jameson’s SB-1T or SB-2 Teflon Saw Blade, offering the benefit of two tools in one.

**PH-12 Pruner** does not accommodate a saw blade.

**Care For Pruner and Saw Blades**
Wipe down after use to remove moisture and tree sap. Lubricate to repel moisture and prevent rust.
POLE SAWS
Adapters Allow Quick and Easy Replacement of Pruner Head or Pole Saw

Attach Saw Blade to Pole Saw Head

PS-3FP
With Mounting Pin
Wing Nut
Lock Washer
Mounting Pin
Remove wing nut and lock washer. Place saw blade over bolt and mounting pin.

Replace lock washer and wing nut, tighten.

PS-3F / PS-3
With Carriage Bolt
Wing Nut
Carriage Bolt
Remove wing nut, lock washer and carriage bolt nut. Place saw blade over bolt and carriage bolt. Replace washer, wing nut and carriage bolt nut.

Snap pole saw into pole’s ferrule.

PS-3FP
Center Blade Mount with Mounting Pin

PS-3F
Center Blade Mount with Carriage Bolt

PS-3
Offset Blade Mount with Carriage Bolt
Fits: SB-2 and SB-4 Blades

Care For Saw Blades
Wipe down after use to remove moisture and tree sap.
Lubricate to repel moisture and prevent rust.
Connecting Poles or Attaching Tool Heads

Lift leaf spring on pole’s female ferrule to allow male pole ferrule or tool head adapter to be inserted. Align holes and drop leaf spring’s button back into hole for a secure connection.

For Your Safety And Best Results, Jameson Recommends:

Use only Jameson attachments with Jameson poles.
Always start with a Jameson Base Pole.
Connect Extension Pole to Base Pole.
Connect Pole Saw Head or Pruner Head to Extension Pole.
For shorter lengths, use Base Pole only with Pole Saw Head or Pruner Head.
To Adjust Pole Length:
Unscrew threaded collar by turning until loose. (Fig. 1)
Unlock inner lock by twisting upper pole section counter-clockwise, approximately quarter-turn, while holding lower pole section in place. (Fig. 2)
Extend poles to desired length.

To Lock Into Position:
Twist upper pole section clockwise, approximately quarter-turn, until inner lock engages (there is an audible click).
Re-attach collar to outer lock, turning until completely secure.
Pruners & Pole Saws
Permanent Mount - No Adapter

**WARNING**

HOLD PRUNER BY BASE - NOT BLADE OR HOOK

**Attach Rope**

JAPruners Permanently Mounted To Pole
Thread rope end over pulley and tie to eyebolt on Adapter.

**Attach Saw Blade**

Pole Saw Heads Permanently Mounted To Pole

1. Remove wing nut and lock washer. Place saw blade over bolt and mounting pin.
2. Replace lock washer and wing nut, tighten.

**Care For Pruner and Saw Blades**
Wipe down after use to remove moisture and tree sap. Lubricate to repel moisture and prevent rust.
Warranty

Jameson products carry a warranty against any defect in material and workmanship for a period of one year from date of shipment unless failure is due to misuse or improper application.

Jameson shall in no event be responsible or liable for modifications, alterations, misapplications or repairs made to its products by purchaser or others.

This warranty is limited to repair or replacement of the product and does not include reimbursement for shipping or other expenses incurred. Jameson disclaims any other express or implied warranty.